Empirical studies pose the problem of the physiological integration of the tree organism, which is also important on the scale of ecosystems. Recently, spatially distributed models emerged, which approach this problem by re#ecting the close linkage between physiological processes and the structures of trees and tree stands. In the case of water #ow, the tree organism can be regarded as hydraulic system and the branched tree architecture as hydraulic network. Previous models of the hydraulic system either did not take into account the network structure, or they had shortcomings regarding the translation of the underlying physiological assumptions by the discrete computation method. We have developed a theoretical framework which takes the form of a numerical simulation model of tree water #ow. A discrete initial boundary value problem (IBVP) combines the phenomena of Darcy #ow, water storage and conductivity losses in the hydraulic network. The software HYDRA computes the solution of the IBVP. The theoretical derivation and model tests corroborate the consistent translation of the physiological assumptions by the computational method. Simulation studies enabled us to formulate hypotheses on the following points: (1) di!erences in the hydraulic segmentation between Picea abies and ¹huja occidentalis, (2) responses of the hydraulic system to rapid transpiration changes and to a scenario of drought stress, and (3) how these responses depend on architectural quantities of the trees. The simulation studies demonstrated our possibilities of deriving theoretically well-founded hypotheses about the functioning of the hydraulic system and its relation to system structure. The numerical simulation model is designed as a tool for structure}function studies, which is able to treat tree architecture as independent variable. The model supports the integration of data on tree level, and it can be used for computer experiments which quantify the dynamics of the hydraulic system according to the concepts of system theory.
Introduction
Empirical studies give evidence of a close linkage between hydraulic function and the branched structures of trees which are acyclic networks (Swamy & Thulasiraman, 1981) of water #ow paths. Within these networks, spatial patterns of hydraulic conductivity are found that correlate with branching parameters (Zimmermann, 1978; Tyree et al., 1983; Ewers & Zimmermann, 1984) .
A high atmospherical water demand acts upon the hydraulic system as a stress factor. It can cause low water potentials in the xylem in two ways: by water de"cits or by high internal #ow rates. These types of stress are termed static and dynamic drought stress, though the latter typically occurs near water saturation of the soil (Tyree & Ewers, 1991) . Declining xylem water potential leads to a progressive loss of conductivity (Edwards & Jarvis, 1982; Sperry & Tyree, 1990; Sellin, 1991; Cochard, 1992; Pockman et al., 1995; Sperry & Ikeda, 1997) . The hydraulic vulnerability depends on species and is associated with the water relations of the species habitat (Tyree & Ewers, 1991; Cochard, 1992) . The studies give grounds for the supposition that drought stress triggers a nonlinear, spatio-temporal dynamics within the hydraulic network of trees, which may lead to a breakdown of the hydraulic system (Tyree & Ewers, 1991) .
The conductivity patterns within tree crowns appear to be a strategy to channel this dynamics (Zimmermann, 1978; 1983) . There is also empirical evidence that the stomata respond to conductivity losses (Sperry & Pockman, 1993) . The view that stomatal regulation may be tuned to the physical dynamics in the hydraulic network is gradually gaining acceptance (Jones & Sutherland, 1991; Cochard, 1992; Tyree & Cochard, 1996) .
A CRITICISM OF THEORETICAL APPROACHES
A theoretical synthesis of empirical observations could clarify how the hydraulic integration of the organism is achieved. The tree water #ow models of Running et al. (1975) , Hatheway & Winter (1981) & Edwards et al. (1986) are not suitable for such a synthesis, because the network structure of the hydraulic system is not included. The models of Tyree (1988) and Tyree & Sperry (1988) are the only ones which link functional aspects of the hydraulic system to its branched structure. Up to now, they represent the stateof-the-art in tree water #ow modeling. The nonsteady-state model of Tyree (1988) is linear, it computes no conductivity losses. The model of Tyree & Sperry (1988) calculates conductivity losses. But as a steady-state model, it does not consider water storage. Water storage and conductivity losses are isolated in specialized models.
Both models share conceptual elements which are considerable steps forward in the theoretical description of the hydraulic system of trees: (1) a locally one-dimensional representation of the hydraulic network and of water #ow, and (2) a linkage of functional parameters and algorithms to the structural information based on simple rules. However, these models have shortcomings regarding the separation and transition between the physiological (physical) assumptions and the computational method.
The "nite di!erence model of Tyree (1988) calculates water potential not at the nodes of the space grid, but at the centres of segments between neighbouring nodes. In the case of variable space steps, which are inevitable in the discretization of trees, the distinction between node-and segment-centred di!erence schemes is signi"cant: segment-centred schemes are not able to approximate consistently the divergence of #ow density, which would result as a second-order di!erential expression from the continuity equation (Manteu!el & White Jr., 1986) . Thus, it is to be doubted whether the continuity principle (mass conservation) is re#ected by the discrete method. The situation is similiar to Darcy's law. For the #ow between neighbouring segment centres, Tyree (1988) does not take into account the conductance at the border between both segments but takes into account the conductance of the segment located downstream. In the case of variable space steps and conductances, the di!erence expression for the #ow is not consistent with the di!erential expression resulting from Darcy's law.
It is obvious from his text that Tyree (1988) bases the model on mass conservation and Darcy's law. However, no continuous mathematical formulation (di!erential equation), which would represent the assumptions exactly, is given. Without continuous formulation, the consistency and convergence of the discrete method cannot be evaluated. Thus, the di!erence equations remain without reference to the underlying physiological assumptions. The "nal computation results were compared with empirical data. However, from that comparison, probably, no conclusions can be drawn about the validity of assumptions concerning the internal structure and function of the modelled system. In this respect, the model is similiar to a black-box model. Furthermore, Tyree (1988) uses an explicit difference method, which appears to be simple and comprehensible by intuition. However, it is only 252 stable if t/( x) does not exceed a certain threshold at each location of the space grid. A single small space step x requires the use of tiny time steps t. This involves a high risk that the computational results are dominated by numerical e!ects, and it is very di$cult to achieve a spatial discretization with a uniform accuracy level (Douglas, 1961; Ames, 1977) . Consequently, spatial discretization is not subjected to any numerical criteria.
The problems of numerical consistency and convergence are also ignored in the model of Tyree & Sperry (1988) . An iterative algorithm is used, apparently to solve a nonlinear boundary value problem. From the view of the authors the iteration loops, which are required until the algorithm converges, re#ect real &&embolism cycles''. During these cycles, a positive feedback would persist between conductivity losses and water potential reduction. But the temporal duration of such cycles can never exceed 0 in any steady-state model. Mixing the properties of the numerical method with physiological reality leads to highly questionable concepts.
THE LEAD OF HYDROLOGY
Tree water #ow can be regarded as #ow in a porous medium (Siau, 1984) which is spatially organized in a network structure. This is a unique mathematical and physical problem. However, it is akin to the #ow problems in soil and groundwater hydrology, which deal also with porous media. The spatially distributed models in hydrology provide a conclusive translation of the physical assumptions by the computational method (Feddes et al., 1988; Istok, 1989) . These models represent theories in research (Douglas & Hornung, 1993) , and they are applied as technological calculation tools (Abbott & Refsgaard, 1996) . Water resources engineering may have contributed to progress in mathematical modeling.
OBJECTIVES OF THE ARTICLE
We present a theoretical framework which is intended to advance the theory of the hydraulic system of trees. The theoretical description takes the form of a numerical simulation model of tree water #ow. We try to separate (1) the underlying assumptions about structure and function of the hydraulic system, (2) the discrete formalism, and (3) the simulation software. We attempt to increase universality by the integration of di!erent phenomena, and we are further guided by the principles of falsi"ability, simplicity and internal consistency (Munz, 1985) .
Including elements of Tyree's (1988) approach, the numerical simulation model combines the phenomena of Darcy #ow, water storage and conductivity losses in the hydraulic network of trees. The discrete formalism is chosen to be as simple as possible. However, the soundness of the numerical method should not be sacri"ced for simplicity. Discrete formalism and simulation software should constitute a correct translation of the physiological assumptions and thus ensure the internal consistency of the theory.
The numerical simulation model represents a theory, but it is also designed as a tool for structure}function studies. Tree architecture can be treated as a variable model input. This input can be taken from a tree growth model which is able to generate and vary tree architectures by empirically based growth grammars and which can also process information from the total mapping of individual trees. The tree growth model is expounded in Kurth & FruK h (1999) .
Basic Assumptions and Simulation Method

PRELIMINARIES
The water uptake by roots depends on the water potential di!erence between the roots and the soil; conversely, root water uptake triggers strongly nonlinear, spatio-temporal dynamics within the soil (Gardner, 1960) . Because of this interdependence, it is not su$cient to treat root water uptake and water #ow within roots simply as partial aspects of trees. They have to be modelled together with the water movement in the soil. From the theoretical viewpoint, the soil surface is a border dividing the tree organism into two parts, for which substantially di!erent approaches are required. Lafolie et al. (1991 ) & Doussan et al. (1998 presented modeling approaches for the soil}root space. We restrict the spatial domain of the theory to the above-ground tree parts. It does not seem possible to overcome HYDRAULIC SYSTEM OF TREES this division at present, but in future, the theoretical description of the hydraulic system may be completed by a coupling of models for the belowand above-ground domains.
Furthermore, the theory is con"ned to the net transport of water in the longitudinal direction of branching axes. We will give reasons for this in the course of theoretical derivation. The result will be a locally one-dimensional formulation of water #ow, in which the network of #ow paths coincides with the network of branching axes.
To assure a transparent transition from the underlying physiological assumptions to the "nal computation results, we proceed as follows: "rst, we concentrate on segments of the network with constant cross-section. Such segments are unbranched and thus exhibit no discontinuities of the hydraulic properties. For these segments, the basic assumptions are condensed to a continuous equation. Then we choose a discrete (numerical) method and evaluate its ability to approximate the continuous equation. This enables us to assess whether the basic assumptions are translated correctly by the discrete method. Finally, including speci"c properties of the branched structure, the discrete formulation is extended to the entire network.
BASIC QUANTITIES
The fundamental measure to describe water transport in trees is the water potential (Pa), which quanti"es the free energy per unit volume of an aqueous phase (Slatyer, 1967; Mohr & Schopfer, 1993) . Water #ows spontaneously along falling gradients of . Within plants, is a sum of di!erent components. Assuming that temporal and spatial changes of the osmotic pressure and the matric potential are without importance for long-distance water transport,
is valid, where P is the hydrostatic pressure (Pa); H O gzis the gravitational potential (Pa), H O being the density of water, g the gravitational acceleration, and z the height over a reference level. The xylem as the water-conducting tissue of trees exhibits the essential properties of a porous medium (Siau, 1984) . Thus, the relation between the -gradient and the mass #ow F (kg s\) can be speci"ed by Darcy's law,
where K K is the hydraulic conductivity normalized by length (kg s\ MPa\ m). Darcy's law provides a natural measuring instruction for K K , e.g. the gravity #ow method (Zimmermann, 1978) . All methods integrate over the total volume of the sample piece and thus yield a spatially e!ective value of K K . For #ow in the longitudinal direction of woody axes, K K is interpreted as axial conductivity.
If shoot axes are cleared of xylem embolism by pressure #ushing (Sperry et al., 1988) and are subsequently subjected to progressive dehydration, the decline of conductivity with pressure or water content can be quanti"ed by vulnerability curves (Tyree & Sperry, 1989; Sperry & Tyree, 1990; Cochard, 1992) . The curves generally follow
where K K (0) is the maximal conductivity at the beginning of the experiment and f (P(t)) is a function depending on species. Studies by Milburn (1979) , Petty & Palin (1983) , Sperry et al. (1987) , Katz et al. (1989) and Borghetti et al. (1991) give a complex picture from which we may extract a basic pattern. The reversal of conductivity losses seems to be bound to speci"c conditions and to be slower than the formation. We assume complete irreversibility as approximation of reality.
The notation K K (P) does not mean a function in a strict mathematical sense, since the relation from P to K K is in general not unique. K K is rather a product of the history of the tree. A solution to this problem will be given with the discrete formulation.
The hydraulic capacitance c (kg dm\ MPa\) quanti"es the ability of tree organs to store or release water with isothermal -changes:
where is the water content (kg dm\). For leaves and shoot axes, c often is calculated from the slope of dehydration isotherms obtained by di!erent methods (Waring et al., 1979; Edwards & Jarvis, 1982; Tyree et al., 1983; Tyree & Yang, 1990) . As with the measurement of K K , the methods yield spatially integrated results.
ASSUMPTION OF SPATIAL HOMOGENEITY OF CAPACITANCE AND AXIAL CONDUCTIVITY
The theoretical synthesis of the hydraulic system should correspond to an appropriate empirical analysis: the tree has to be broken down into sample pieces in such a way that their material properties can be measured under well-de"ned boundary conditions. In this sense, leaves or leaf blades are useful subunits for the measurement of capacitance. A second type of useful subunit, which we call axis segment, is obtained if the network of branching axes is cut perpendicularly to the axial direction into unbranched pieces with homogeneous diameters. For axis segments with their geometrically clear boundaries, spatially e!ective values of capacitance and axial conductivity can be measured. Homogeneous diameters (d ) are needed, since K K increases nonlinearly with d (see below). The network of #ow paths can be reconstructed from axis segments, and the #ow dynamics can be computed on the basis of measured hydraulic properties of the segments. This way of theoretical synthesis requires the assumption that within axis segments, capacitance and axial conductivity are superimposed in a spatially homogeneous manner.
The subdivision into bark and wood, and within the xylem cylinder, the di!erentiation between inner and outer sapwood, parenchymatic and tracheidal/tracheal tissue, late and early wood, indicate a spatial separation of capacitive and conductive functions. This may have consequences for hydraulic leaf}root signalling. Deliberating on this, Weatherley (1970) and Jarvis (1975) assumed a division into axial conduction and lateral storage connected by transfer resistances. They inferred a rapid axial and a slow lateral signalling without quantifying the dynamics in more detail. However, a quantitative derivation of system dynamics from structure can neither be empirically based nor tested if the conductor}capacitor separation is the premise. With the exception of the wood}bark relationship, the geometrical relations between capacitive and conductive elements are highly complex (Braun, 1970; Wilson & White, 1986) . Furthermore, cavitation and re"lling of conduits may cause transitions between both elements (Waring et al., 1979; Tyree & Yang, 1990; Borghetti et al., 1991) .
In contrast, modeling based on the assumption of homogeneity substantially increases falsi"ability (a theory may be more or less falsi"able; see Munz, 1985) . The structure of the system can be modelled on measured data, as it is possible to test the computed system dynamics by spatially integrating measurements, e.g. #ow measurements by the heat balance method (C [ ermaH k et al., 1976; Kuc\ era et al., 1977; Schulze et al., 1985; Granier, 1987) .
CONTINUOUS WATER FLOW EQUATION FOR REGIONS WITH CONSTANT CROSS-SECTION
We add a further principle and complete the trinity of basic assumptions: (1) mass conservation, (2) Darcy's law, and (3) spatial homogeneity of capacitance and axial conductivity. The mathematical expression of mass conservation is the one-dimensional continuity equation
where f is the #ux density (kg s\ m\). Applying Darcy's law and the assumption of homogeneity by substituting eqns (2) and (4) into eqn (5) with K as hydraulic conductance (kg s\ MPa\ m\), and adding the sink term E(t)l (x) for the transpiration, we get
where E(t) is the transpiration #ux density (kg s\m\), and l (x) the local leaf area (m m\) with a formal reference to the axis volume which can be dropped in the discrete formulation. Equation (6) involves the following simpli"cations: Leaf areas are assigned as transpirational HYDRAULIC SYSTEM OF TREES surfaces to the axis segments, and the leaf capacities are added to the segment capacities. This implies a uniform distribution of leaf area over the surface of the segments, which appears appropriate for conifers. Furthermore, the transfer resistances between leaf capacities and shoot axes are neglected. However, in deciduous trees, transfer resistances can be signi"cant (Yang & Tyree, 1994) , and the series of leaf capacity and transfer resistance can contribute to system dynamics (Landsberg et al., 1976) . We argue that representing the leaves as individual compartments diminishes falsi"ability. Without a!ecting the theoretical derivation, the contribution to system dynamics can be included by a low-pass "ltering of transpiration. The problem requires an adequate comparison between simulated and measured dynamics, which is beyond the scope of this article.
Further simpli"cations concern the integration of trees within the soil}plant}atmosphere continuum: as a model input, transpiration #ux density is not spatially variable, and stomatal control is not included. The theoretical framework can be supplemented also by these aspects without substantial change (see below).
Equation (6) is a member of the family of nonlinear di!usion equations. With initial and boundary conditions, an initial boundary value problem (IBVP) results, which de"nes a unique spatio-temporal dynamics. We will specify the conditions when we extend the formulation to the entire network.
DISCRETE APPROXIMATION OF THE CONTINUOUS FLOW EQUATION
Nonlinear IBVPs involving eqn (6) belong to a type of problem to which the "nite di!erence method of Douglas & Jones (1963) applies. This is a Crank}Nicholson scheme linearized by a predictor}corrector method. Using equidistant spatial ( x) and temporal ( t) steps, it converges with O[( x)#( t)]. The method is unconditionally stable. Von Rosenberg (1969) introduced a simpli"cation, which decreases computing demand and probably increases accuracy. It was shown that this simpli"cation also applies to tree water #ow (FruK h, 1995) . For the general case of variable step-widths, the notation for the grid
Intermediate locations in space are explained as
and correspondingly for time. Let HL denote (x H , t L ), and for the arithmetic mean of the pressures at neighbouring space points
while the vulnerable conductance is always calculated at the midpoint between neighbouring space points:
The host of indices cannot be dispensed with, since careful centreing of variables is crucial for the consistency of the discrete with the continuous formulation (Douglas & Jones, 1963; Von Rosenberg, 1969; Ames, 1977 ; see also introduction). Using the di!erence operators
the "nite di!erence method adapted to eqn (6) is
Predictor equation:
After each solution of eqns (7a) and (7b), K, c and E are updated. Since we assume irreversibility of conductance losses, a "xed function table, as in hydrological modeling (Istok, 1989) , cannot be used for K. The new K has to be developed from the old K using the derivation of the vulnerability function f (P(t)) from eqn (3). We choose a Runge}Kutta method and update K only when pressure declines.
;pdating K after predictor:
for K H\L> correspondingly;
;pdating K after corrector:
and for K H\L> correspondingly.
EXTENSION OF THE DISCRETE FLOW EQUATIONS TO VARIABLE CROSS-SECTIONS
To prepare the extension of the discrete method to the entire hydraulic network with variable cross-sections and branchings, we remove the temporal discretization. Equations (7a) and (7b) unify into
We turn to a region of the network still without branchings but with changing cross-sections ( Fig. 1) . Using the relation between K and K K with A as cross-section leads to
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM OF TREES FIG. 1. Spatial discretization scheme for an unbranched part of the hydraulic network with variable cross sections. The shaded region, which is composed of segment halves joining at the grid point x H , represents the cell for which mass conservation is valid according to eqn (10). Arrows indicate #ows across the borders of the cell and transpirational water loss.
FIG. 2. Spatial discretization scheme in the vicinity of a branching node. For the shaded cell bordered by the midpoints of segments joining at x H , mass conservation is valid according to eqn (11).
where
are discrete Darcy formulations for in#ux and out#ux of the shaded cell in Fig. 1 . In general, the di!erence between in#ux and out#ux is not balanced by the change of water content and the transpirational water loss of the cell. The condition of mass conservation is only ful"lled if A H> "A H\ , that is, if the cross-section is constant within the interval [ j!1, j#1]. However, we retain this fundamental principle and replace eqn (9) by
is conceived as a discrete approximation of the cell volume. The convergence of the discrete solution to the solution of di!erential equation (6) is probably impaired by the replacement. The convergence is only ensured in the limit case of constant crosssection, i.e. locally. Equation (10) then becomes identical to eqn (9).
Di!erential equations of the same type as eqn (6) are used for modeling of soil water movement (Feddes et al., 1988; Istok, 1989) . We have to move away slightly from the reference to eqn (6) because of a substantial di!erence between soil and tree. For the #ux densities and the reference volumes of water content, uniform cross-sections are pre-supposed in the soil. They are never mentioned explicitly in formulae. In contrast, the tubular elements of the hydraulic network of trees are sharply delimited from the environment and are characterized by variable geometrical quantities.
EXTENSION TO BRANCHINGS
The discrete conservation equation (10) is now extended to the case where a spatial grid point is a branching node as well, and where, as a result, the cell of mass conservation consists of more than two segment halves (Fig. 2) . The discrete approximation of the cell volume is
with the superior index , to distinguish the segments following the branching node. We dispense with the di!erence operators and usethe non-normalized conductivity K I instead of K K . We further proceed from c H and l H to the capacity C H and leaf area¸H for a cell of given volume. Then the discrete conservation equation 258 T. FRU G H AND W. KURTH including branching is
which is attractive in its simplicity.
DISCRETE IBVP FOR TREE WATER FLOW
We now reintroduce the temporal discretization of the di!erence method (7a,b) into eqn. (11) and specify the initial and boundary conditions. This results in the discrete IBVP which will be the basis for the numerical simulation of water #ow in the branched tree architecture:
Predictor:
Corrector:
Boundary condition:
Initial condition:
Note: Conductivity is updated with pressure according to eqns (8a,b). Boundary condition (12c) re#ects that the soil is not included in the spatial domain of the theory but forms the domain border. It is represented as the lowest point of the space grid (in the di!erence equations indexed by j"0). Starting with the trunk base, all succeeding points belong to the tree ( j'0). Since the transpiration is written as a sink term, the boundary condition is onesided. Thermodynamic equilibrium is chosen as the initial state (12d). From eqn (1) the formulation for pressure resulted, which is often used for pre-dawn potentials (e.g. Ritchie & Hinckley, 1975) . Finally, it should be noted that, by treating E also as a function of x and , spatially variable transpiration #ux densities and the stomatal control can be included without change of the discrete IBVP.
PARAMETRIZATION OF THE IBVP
For the parametrization of the IBVP (12) a principle of Tyree (1988) is applied, which derives the local hydraulic properties from local geometry. The principle makes the adaptation of functional information simple when the structural data are exchanged. It facilitates structure}function studies which treat tree architecture as independent variable. The applicability of the parametrization principle is based on the assumption of homogeneity introduced above. Appropriately, the parametrization is carried out during calculation of the initial state:
Conductivity: The initial conductivity is given solely by xylem microanatomy and is not impaired by any embolism. The initial local K I values are calculated from empirical regressions between K K and the axis diameter d (Tyree, 1988; Cochard, 1992) . The centred conductivities HYDRAULIC SYSTEM OF TREES needed in eqn (12) are
for K I H\ correspondingly, where and (2.0( (3.0) and are coe$cients depending on species.
Capacity: In eqn (12), the capacity C HL of the cell of mass conservation results from summing up the capacities of segment halves joining at x H :
The capacities of segment halves in turn are obtained from the component ?C of the shoot axis volume and the component l C of the attributed leaf area. The initial local capacities are coupled to axis volumes and leaf areas by capacitances:
where¸H > is the leaf area of the segment x H> . Equation (15) analogously holds true for C H\L . For the simulations presented here, tree structures of Picea abies and ¹huja occidentalis were used and parametrized as follows: For P. abies "5.370;10\ kg s\ MPa\ m and "2.44 were taken from Cochard (1992) , and for ¹. occidentalis, "2.477;10 kg s\ MPa\ m and "2.52 from Tyree (1988) . For P. abies and ¹. occidentalis, ?c"0.1 kg dm\ MPa\ and l c"0.04 kg m\ MPa\ were taken from Tyree (1988) and provisionally treated as constants. We approximated the vulnerability curves of Cochard (1992) and Sperry & Tyree (1990) by logistic functions f (P)"1/(1#e@ .\.4 ) with b"2.42 MPa\ and P 4 "!3.52 MPa for P. abies and b"1.72 MPa\ and P 4 " !3.55 MPa for ¹. occidentalis.
SOLUTION OF THE LINEAR SETS OF EQUATIONS
The predictor and corrector equation in the IBVP (12) each represent a linear set of equations. Thus two linear sets are to be solved per time step, and the number J of equations equals the number of spatial grid points. A Cholesky algorithm is used for the solution of the linear sets. Its count of #oating point operations normally increases with J (Press et al., 1992) . However, we were able to tailor the algorithm to the speci"c problem so that the operation count increases only with J. This adjustment is crucial for the practicability of network modeling, because J usually is between 10 and 10.
SPATIAL DISCRETIZATION BY NATURE AND NUMERICAL CRITERIA
The branching points and the end points of branching axes determine a highly variable and random distance pattern. It is a discretization given by nature. To obtain a discrete method with su$cient accuracy and e$ciency, the discretization has to ful"l two numerical criteria: (I) ;niform accuracy: The spatial steps have to be large where moderate gradients develop, and small where the gradients are steep (Lapidus & Pinder, 1982) . Alternatively, the smallest distance required in the tree could be chosen as universal grid spacing. However, this is discarded for reasons of computational economy.
(II)¸ocally limited variation of step-widths: This helps to prevent the reduction of convergence order which normally accompanies the transition from constant to variable spacing (Manteu!el & White Jr., 1986; Grossmann & Roos, 1992) . In general, truncation error terms of order O[ x H> ! x H ] become bounded. Evidently, only a compromise between both requirements can be realized. Furthermore, the water potential gradients in the hydraulic network may vary by up to three orders of magnitude (Tyree & Ewers, 1991) , and no correlation is known between the spatial pattern of gradients and the spacing given by branching and terminal nodes. Since the locations of these grid points are more or less "xed, the room for setting points due to numerical requirements is markedly constricted in contrast to ordinary discretization problems (e.g. Trompert & Verwer, 1990) . The network spacing is a handicap impeding numerical discretization. However, within the given 260 T. FRU G H AND W. KURTH framework we can utilize a wide range of distances to follow criteria (I) and (II), since we are not restricted by a numerical stability condition (see introduction).
Criteria (I) and (II) guarantee accuracy independently of structural peculiarities. This standardization is essential, if we want to study how hydraulic function depends on tree architecture. Therefore, a discretization algorithm forms a natural interface between hydraulic and architectural modelling.
DISCRETIZATION AS A LINK BETWEEN STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL MODELLING
The multi-step discretization algorithm starts with a base grid. Except the trunk below the crown base, it contains only branching and terminal nodes as grid points. The "nal product is called a hydraulic map following Tyree (1988) . Both base grid and hydraulic map are stored as lists of nodes in a data format similar to the maps of Tyree (1988) . The individual node number together with the numbers of the neighbour nodes gives the topological information. This is supplemented by the geometrical data (length, diameter, leaf area) of the segment which joins the node to its proximal neighbour.
While the hydraulic map is the input of the hydraulic model, the base grid is delivered by the architectural model GROGRA (Kurth & FruK h, 1999) . It can generate the base grid format from two di!erent sources:
(1) Information from the total mapping of individual trees. In this way, the data of the ¹. occidentalis tree (mapped by Tyree, 1988 ) and of some P. abies trees (sample C in Kurth and FruK h, 1999) were made accessible to discretization.
(2) Tree structures which GROGRA modelled by empirically based growth grammars. Here, empirical information is used in a more processed and generalized form (Kurth & FruK h, 1999) .
To approximate criterion (I), we utilize the fact that the leaf-speci"c conductivity¸SC H\ between two grid points is inversely proportional to the steady-state -gradient (Zimmermann, 1978; Tyree et al., 1983) . Given a certain E, SC H\ "E ( x H / HQR?R ) is valid. Scaling the accuracy level by a global factor G, the so-called criterion distances CD H "¸SC H\ G are calculated, which vary in space. If the lengths x H were replaced by CD H , at steady state, the same -di!erence HQR?R " # QR?R "EG would drop along all segments of the tree. We call # QR?R the steady-state accuracy level with the given E.
Three transformation steps follow: (1) By shifting and fusing of nodes, segments are removed from the base grid if their lengths x H are small compared to their criterion distances CD H (for details see Kurth, 1994) . (2) In contrast to the space domain, no grid points are "xed a priori within the time domain. With regard to temporal discretization, tree water #ow does not seem to be unusual in the class of IBVPs. Thus, an algorithm was taken from Hornung & Messing (1984) , which adjusts time steps such that the change of water content per step approximates a desired optimum MNR , where a halving of MNR on average leads to a halving of time steps.
Model Tests
The convergence property of the "nite di!erence method of Douglas & Jones (1963) is mathematically proven. But on the way up to IBVP (12), several adjustments were made, and the computer program HYDRA mediates between the IBVP and the "nal simulation results. Model tests should give additional evidence that the physical and physiological assumptions are translated correctly. Steps or rectangles of transpiration #ux density were often given as input signals in the model tests. The signals change HYDRAULIC SYSTEM OF TREES between the zero level and 5.0;10\ kg s\ m\, a normal daily transpiration maximum of P. abies. We prefer this signal type for two reasons: it is a hard endurance test of the numerical method, and the step response characterizes the linear system behaviour comprehensively (see below).
SPATIAL CONVERGENCE
In the P. abies growth grammar of Kurth & FruK h (1999) , stochastic variations were eliminated and the lengths of branching axes extended by a factor of 1.5. A 4-year-old tree was generated from the grammar and transformed to a base grid. It served as the common ancestor for the generation of four hydraulic maps di!ering from each other only in terms of spatial discretization, while the branching and terminal nodes are identical. For the four maps, the steady-state accuracy levels # QR?R "4.0;10\, 2.0;10\, 1.0;10\ and 5.0;10\ MPa were chosen, which in the mean corresponds to a progressive halving of spatial steps. The control parameter
MNR
for temporal discretization was set to 10\ kg dm\, QMGJ was 0.0 MPa, the initial condition as in eqn (12d), E was a rectangle signal with a breadth of 1 h located within a total time interval of 2 h.
We found that with each halving of space steps the relative -di!erences stay within 4% at the half-times of responses (ca. 3 min after step-wise changes), and within 0.2%, when the steady-state #ow maxima are reached. The di!erences did not change signi"cantly from the "rst to the third halving of steps.
TEMPORAL CONVERGENCE
From the trees in the tests for spatial convergence, the hydraulic map with the accuracy level # QR?R "10\ MPa for E"5.0;10\ kg s\ m\ was taken. Four simulations were run with MNR "10\,5 ; 10\,1 0 \,1 0 \ kg dm\.I n the mean this approximately corresponds to a progressive halving of time steps, which however may change during an individual simulation by three to four orders of magnitude. Transpiration, total time interval, and initial and boundary conditions were set as in the tests for spatial convergence.
We found that with each halving of time steps the relative -di!erences stay within 2% at the half-times of responses and within 0.01% when the steady-state #ow maxima are reached. The di!erences did not vary signi"cantly from the "rst to the third halving of steps.
ROUTINE CHECKING OF MASS BALANCE
During each simulation, HYDRA automatically generates a protocol of mass balance, in which for individual time steps the input}output balance of the tree is compared with its internal mass change. Independently of tree architecture and course of transpiration, the di!erences observed never exceeded the order of machine accuracy (2.2;10\). The simulation protocols also con"rm that at steady state the input}output balance and the internal mass change equal 0 (within the scope of machine accuracy).
SENSITIVITY TO CHANGES OF CONDUCTIVITY,
CAPACITY AND LEAF AREA By the P. abies growth grammar (Kurth & FruK h, 1999) , a 15-year-old model spruce was generated and transformed to a hydraulic map. It served as a control tree with leaf areas given by the grammar, and conductivities and capacities following the data in the parametrization section. By global scaling factors of 2.0 and 0.5, six tree variants were generated which di!ered in the levels of one of the three properties of conductivity, capacity and leaf area. The accuracy level # QR?R of all test trees was within 4.0;10\ MPa, and the control parameter MNR was set to 10\ kg dm\. QMGJ was 0.0 MPa, as initial condition thermodynamic equilibrium was chosen. At the starting time, E changed step-wise from 0t o5 ; 10\ kg s\ m\; the total time interval was 7 h. The step response of #ow at the trunk base was used to characterize the system behaviour of the test trees.
We found that a doubling of one of the three quantities 1/K I , C,¸raised half-times by factors (3.0, while the halving of a quantity reduced half-times by factors '0.4.
NUMERICAL STABILITY
The same hydraulic map was used as in the tests for temporal convergence. The control 262 T. FRU G H AND W. KURTH parameter MNR for temporal discretization was set to 10\. QMGJ was 0.0 MPa. For the stability tests, perturbation terms were superimposed on the initial condition (12d), which normally should assign QMGJ to all spatial grid points: HL " QMGJ #a)r H (!1.0, 1.0), where the function r H ( !1.0, 1.0) generates random numbers evenly distributed within the interval [!1.0, 1.0] and a is the perturbation amplitude. At starting time, E changed step-wise from 0 to 5;10\ kg s\ m\; the total time interval was 2 h.
The simulated potentials were compared with the results of a non-perturbed simulation. The total -range covered during simulations was about 4;10\ MPa. A perturbation amplitude a"5;10\ MPa was dampened to fractions between 6 and 1% at the half-time of step response (ca. 3 min after start of simulation), and at the steady-state end of simulations to fractions between 2.5 and 0.025%. Perturbations with a'5;10\ MPa decayed only incompletely, which can be traced back to irreversible conductivity losses.
A POS¹ERIORI ERROR ANALYSES
With the test simulations for numerical stability, a posteriori error analyses (Watkins, 1991) were carried out to evaluate how accurately the linear sets of equations in the IBVP (12) are solved. The analyses revealed that the residuum of the predictor set [eqn (12a)] as well as of the corrector set [eqn (12b)] does not exceed machine accuracy (2.2;10\) by more than one order of magnitude.
DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS
From the tests for spatial and temporal convergence we conclude that # QR?R )4.0;10\ MPa and MNR )10\ kg dm\ are scopes of the control parameters of step widths appropriate for simulation, because "ner discretizations lead to no signi"cant change in the solution function. Mass conservation within the limits of machine accuracy is a consequence of the conservative di!erence eqn (11) and not a matter of course: "nite element models of groundwater or soil hydrology may exhibit deviations from mass conservation up to several percents (Istok, 1989) . The rapid decay of perturbations superimposed on the initial state points to a high numerical stability of the model and thus reproducibility of the results. The tests for sensitivity and stability indicate that the matrices of the linear sets of equations given by eqns (12a) and (12b) have a small condition number (Watkins, 1991) . Thus, we can interpret the tiny residual of the error analyses as due to the e!ect that the accuracy of the computed solutions is limited only by round-o! errors due to computer hardware. Summarizing, the test results give strong evidence that the computational translation of the physical and physiological assumptions is reproducible and su$ciently exact.
Simulation Studies
STEADY-STATE WATER POTENTIAL PROFILES OF PICEA ABIES AND ¹H;JA OCCIDEN¹A¸IS
The steady-state water potential pro"les of the following trees were studied: of a 15-year-old model spruce generated by the P. abies growth grammar (Kurth & FruK h, 1999) , of a mapped 12-year-old P. abies tree (sample C in Kurth & FruK h, 1999) and of a 10 m high ¹. occidentalis tree mapped by Tyree (1988) , who also investigated its hydraulic properties. Water #ow was simulated linearly, that is without conductivity losses.
# QR?R of the trees was within 4.0;10\ MPa, MNR was set to 10\ kg dm\. QMGJ was 0.0 MPa, thermodynamic equilibrium was chosen as the initial condition. At starting time, E changed step-wise from 0 to 5;10\ kg s\ m\; the total time interval was 7 h. To generate the pro"les from the simulation results, we picked a time when steady state was reached. For the display of #ow paths, we selected the tree trunk and at least 20 "rst-order axes branching o! the trunk at approximately equal distances (Fig. 3) .
We found in all the three trees that the water potentials of the branches on average drop steeper than the potentials of the trunk. As a consequence, the branch tips have a markedly lower potential than trunk points at the same path length (Fig. 3) . In the mapped as well as in the modelled spruce, the gradients of trunk and branches decline towards the ends of the axes, where they hardly exceed the gradient of gravity HYDRAULIC SYSTEM OF TREES 263   FIG. 3 . Steady-state water potential pro"les of (a) a 15-year-old Picea abies modeled by GROGRA, (b) a 12-year-old mapped P. abies and (c) a ¹huja occidentalis mapped by Tyree (1988) . From the #ow paths of the trees, we selected the trunk and at least 20 "rst-order axes branching o! at approximately equal distances. Path length of pro"le points is measured as distance from trunk base. Arrows point to the treetops.
(0.01 MPa m\). Comparing the gradients of trunk and branches at the junctions, we found that towards the treetop the branch gradients align with the low trunk gradients. Again, the mapped tree and the modeled tree exhibit the same pattern. In the model tree, the maximal branch gradient is about 0.25 MPa m\ and exceeds the trunk gradient at the junction by a factor of about 4.2. In the mapped spruce, the corresponding values are 0.32 MPa m\ and 7.6.
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In contrast to P. abies, the gradients of ¹. occidentalis become steeper towards the ends of the axes. They only #atten out again close to the ends. The gradient of gravity is hardly exceeded at trunk base, while 0.04 MPa m\ is reached at the treetop. The gradients of the branch bases are only slightly steeper, sometimes even lower than the gradients of the trunk, whereas the gradients of the branch tips reach up to 1.5 MPa m\.
A steady-state water potential pro"le is determined by the¸SC pattern in the tree crown. The distribution of diameters [via the species-speci"c K K (d ) regressions], of leaf areas, and the numbers of daughter axes per length of the mother axis are in#uencing factors. Thus, the consistency between the pro"les of the modeled and the mapped P. abies suggests that the growth grammar of Kurth and FruK h (1999) re#ects branching morphology correctly. Interpreting the di!erences between the pro"les of P. abies and ¹. occidentalis leads to a connection with leaf distribution (data not shown). In the cylindrical crown of ¹. occidentalis, the leaves are concentrated in a peripheral crown mantle. The thickness of the mantle exhibits little variation with height. Water potential gradients of the branches peak within this mantle. Since the gradients of the branch bases are not markedly steeper than the trunk gradients, the hydraulic segmentation, sensu Zimmermann (1983) , takes place within the peripheral crown mantle. In young spruces, a conical crown core with low leaf density extends from the base to the middle of the crown (Burger, 1939) . The modeled spruce follows this pattern more clearly than the mapped spruce. The gradients of the branches are maximal within the crown core and minimal within the surrounding crown zone. Thus, the segmentation is between the leafy zone and the trunk. However, even in the lower crown parts, the segmentation is markedly less pronounced than in ¹. occidentalis.I nP .abies,w e would expect the following onset of cavitation dynamics: in the radial direction, the leafy crown zone would be caught quite uniformly by the impairment of water supply, the risk of impairment would increase from treetop to crown base, and the impairment might rapidly spread to the trunk. In ¹. occidentalis, the 5% level of conductivity loss is reached at a water potential about 0.5 MPa higher than in P. abies (Sperry & Tyree, 1990; Cochard, 1992) . But because of the pronounced di!erentiation of potentials within the leafy crown mantle, we would predict a less fatal course of nonlinear dynamics. These hypotheses are consistent with the known di!erences in the drought tolerance of both species. The droughtavoiding P. abies closes its stomata during an early stage of drought, starting with the lowest third of the crown (Pisek & Tranquilini, 1951) . ¹. occidentalis grows in low-competition habitats contrasting hydrologically from wet to extremely dry (Collier & Boyer, 1989) . It maintains high rates of gas exchange also under drought (Musselman et al., 1975) .
LOW-PASS CHARACTERISTICS OF TREES
AS A FUNCTION OF ARCHITECTURE Kramer (1937) reported a lag between transpiration and root water uptake, which he explained by water storage in the shoot. Today, studies of hydraulic leaf-to-root signalling still use the term lag and explain it by a stored amount of water (e.g. Schulze et al., 1985) . However, spatially distributed systems, which are governed by a di!usion equation [eqn (6) and the discrete analogue eqn (11)], exhibit no lag between changes (signals) at one location and the response to these changes at another location. The input signal is not reproduced, but the system transmits the signal like a low-pass "lter reducing the amplitude and introducing a phase shift. Both amplitude reduction and phase shift increase with the frequencies of the Fourier components (SchuK ssler, 1990) . We expect from system theory that the low-pass characteristics of trees are determined by the spatial distribution of the capacities and conductivities within the hydraulic network structure (Oppenheim & Willsky, 1983; SchuK ssler, 1990 ). They do not result solely from the amount of water stored in the trunk and the leaves. The concepts of system theory may also account for more universality, at least in the case of linear water #ow, which is realized far away from drought stress: the transmission behaviour of linear and time-invariant systems can be completely characterized by the response to a step signal (Oppenheim & Willsky, 1983) .
What is the physiological relevance of the lowpass characteristics? In the diurnal cycles of root HYDRAULIC SYSTEM OF TREES FIG. 4 . Half-times of #ow responses at trunk base vs. the sum of shoot lengths of several trees. Flow reacted like a low-pass "lter to steps of transpiration #ux density (inset). (a}d) represent mapped P. abies trees between 11 and 16-year-old. The points 6}21 are modeled P. abies trees of corresponding ages. The square labelled &&t '' is the ¹. occidentalis mapped by Tyree (1988). water uptake, the periods of uptake are spread out and the peaks are reduced. As a consequence, the formation of perirhizal gradients, which strongly in#uence the water conduction in the soil and the water potential level of the tree, may be moderated. While a low shoot}root ratio distributes root water uptake spatially (Weatherley, 1970) , the low-pass "ltering by the shoot may act via a temporal distribution of water uptake.
A simulation study explored how the water #ow at trunk base responds to step changes of transpiration #ux density and how these transient #ow responses vary with the tree architecture. As independent variable, we selected the sum of shoot lengths, which we regard as a measure re#ecting structural complexity of the hydraulic network. A series of simulations was run with four mapped P. abies trees, with a succession of 6-to 21-year-old model trees generated by the P. abies growth grammar (Kurth & FruK h, 1999) and with the ¹. occidentalis tree mapped by Tyree (1988) . The simulation settings were the same as with the water potential pro"les. The #ow responses at trunk base were quanti"ed by their half-times.
In all simulations, the #ow at trunk base reacts like a low-pass "lter. The temporal derivative of #ow is maximal immediately after the application of the transpiration step. Thereupon the derivative gradually returns to zero until the new steadystate level of #ow is reached (inset of Fig. 4) . The half-times of mapped and modeled spruces increase with the sum of shoot lengths according to y"0.009x#2.744 (R"0.958). Since only young spruces with a small length sum were mapped, the regression is somewhat uncertain for these trees. However, the half-time of ¹. occidentalis is higher by a factor of 7.2 than the value resulting from the regression line.
The linear increase of half-times with length sum apparently depends on species. Further regressions (not shown) support the hypothesis that the low-pass characteristics are species-speci"c functions of a set of architectural quantities. The observed structure-function relationship reveals a perspective of simpli"cation: from architectural quantities, it could be predicted how the transpiration signal of the crown is transmitted to the soil. This may be important for models of atmosphere-soil coupling, and it could improve the estimation of canopy conductance from sap#ow data (Phillips et al., 1997) .
DROUGHT STRESS RESPONSES OF TREE VARIANTS WITH REDUCED CROSS-SECTIONS
Starting with a 15-year-old model tree generated by the P. abies growth grammar, architectural variants were produced by multiplying all axis cross-sections by a global reduction factor. Factors varied between 1.0 and 0.08. Trees were subjected to a scenario of drought stress: for 24 h the transpiration #ux density remained at a level of E"1.0;10\ kg s\ m\, the observed maximum of spruces; QMGJ was set to !1.0 MPa. At each location of a tree, leaf area was set to 0 when the local loss of conductivity exceeded 95%.
We found that in all tree variants, leaf mortality reaches steady state within 12 h. With reduction factors of cross-sections down to 0.4, no loss of leaf area occurs (Fig. 5) . Steady-state leaf mortality does not go beyond the zero line until 0.3. Thereupon the 50% level is exceeded with high acceleration at 0.08. To check whether spatially extended impairments at a low level had been overlooked by the 95% rule, we studied pro"les of conductivity loss. However, we found that with a reduction factor of 0.4, conductivity losses stay within 1% in all crown regions. With a factor of 266 FIG. 5 . Relative leaf mortality vs. reduction factor of cross-sections. The points represent variants of a 15-yearold modeled P. abies generated by reducing the cross-sections of all axes by a global factor. The trees were subjected to a high transpiration #ux density (E"1.0; 10\ kg s\ m\) starting at t"0 and to a QMGJ "!1.0 MPa. At each location of a tree, leaf area was set to 0 if the local conductivity loss exceeded 95%. Results are shown for t"12 h, a time by which all tree variants have reached steady-state leaf mortality.
0.3, conductivity losses exceed 1% only in a few regions.
The results suggest that the dynamics caused by cavitation leads to a rapid breakdown of the hydraulic system when cross-sections fall below a critical limit. The dynamics seems to act like a threshold process comparable to the mechanical breakdown of tree structures (Mosbrugger, 1990) . The results point to the necessity of a cybernetical control, which is tuned to the strong nonlinear dynamics in the hydraulic network. This may be an essential function of stomatal regulation. Jones & Sutherland (1991) predicted how stomatal conductance is constrained by cavitation. Our hypotheses are also consistent with observations that the stomata respond to hydraulic conductivity losses (Sperry & Pockman, 1993) . However, reduction of gas exchange is costly (Cowan, 1982) . Thus, we conclude from the observed critical limit of cross-sections that the dynamics under drought imposes sharp constraints on the construction of trees. The tolerance to reductions of crosssections down to a factor of 0.3 appears as a safety margin. Safety margins in general accompany structural optimization of organisms (Mosbrugger, 1990) .
Conclusions
The theoretical framework presented is an improvement over previous models which compute water #ow in branched tree architectures. In these models, the consistency between the underlying physiological assumptions and the discrete computation method was not ensured. In contrast, our theoretical derivation and model tests corroborate the consistent translation of the underlying assumptions. The numerical simulation model HYDRA has not yet been empirically tested. However, we have ful"lled an elementary precondition: a comparison between model results and empirical data allows conclusions about the validity of the underlying assumptions. We feel that tree water #ow modelling has now met with the standards of simulation established in hydrology (see Introduction).
We further contribute towards a better understanding of hydraulic integration and also to more universality by uniting di!erent phenomena of the hydraulic system of trees. To the authors' knowledge, it is for the "rst time that Darcy #ow, water storage and conductivity losses in the hydraulic network are represented by one discrete IBVP. It is one model which is able to compute nonlinear, non-steady-state #ow under drought stress as well as the limit case of linear, steadystate #ow.
Our theoretical description makes no claim to be exhaustive. It is a framework also in the sense that aspects currently missing (leaf-shoot resistance, spatial variability of transpiration #ux density, stomatal control) can be supplemented without touching it in its substance. However, we see natural bounds to extending the theory. In the preliminaries, we gave reasons for the restriction to the above-ground tree parts. It does not appear possible to re#ect water #ow dynamics in the soil}plant}atmosphere continuum via one uniform theory. It is rather necessary to couple di!erent modelling approaches, ones that are separately valid for soil}root space, aboveground tree parts and the crown atmosphere. To take into account the atmospherical driving forces of transpiration, we attempted to couple HYDRA with a three-dimensional model of microclimatics (Lanwert et al., 1998) . We intend to connect the above-ground tree parts with the HYDRAULIC SYSTEM OF TREES soil}root space by linking HYDRA to the soil water #ow model silVlow (Blendinger, 1995) , which includes the distribution of "ne roots and the root water uptake.
Beyond these contributions, the numerical simulation model HYDRA is an e$cient tool for structure}function studies. The following features enable us to treat tree architecture as independent variable: (1) linkage to the tree growth model GROGRA, which can generate and process tree maps (Kurth & FruK h, 1999) , (2) standardized discretization of tree architectures, (3) simple adjustment of functional information when tree architecture is exchanged, and (4) only linear increase of the computational demand per time step with the number of tree segments.
Simulation studies demonstrated our possibilities of deriving theoretically well-founded hypotheses about the behaviour of the hydraulic system. The model proved to be a powerful calculation tool which integrates data from empirical decompositions of the system. The studies also showed the usefulness of computer experiments. Input signals can be easily de"ned and reproduced to quantify system dynamics from the signal response. These possibilities enabled us to formulate new hypotheses on the following points: (1) di!erences in the hydraulic segmentation between P. abies and ¹. occidentalis, (2) responses to rapid transpiration changes and to a scenario of drought stress, and (3) how these responses depend on architectural quantities of the trees.
We have presented a contribution to the theory of the hydraulic system of trees. The structure}function relationships of trees and the problem of hydraulic integration have farreaching ecological implications. As already discussed, trees are integral parts of the soil} plant}atmosphere continuum. There is also the fact that the water and carbon relations of plants are closely interwoven (KuK ppers, 1984; Tyree & Alexander, 1993) . We see our work in the context of recent approaches in ecological modelling which endeavour to link physiological processes to the structures of trees and tree stands (Hauhs et al., 1995; De Re!ye et al., 1997) .
